A Conversation With Sir John Hicks About “Value and Capital”

E.E.J.: Sir John, your *Value and Capital* (1939) which most would rank along side of The General Theory in terms of the magnitude of its influence on the development of economics during the 20th century, will soon be fifty years old! There will, undoubtably, be many observances during the anniversary year to assess its influence in ways which this conversation cannot hope to tackle. I should like to ask, therefore, that we focus instead on its gestation. Can you reflect for us on those important years that antedated *Value and Capital*?

Sir John: I think I may identify the turn of 1932–3 as the beginning of a whole complex of developments, professional as well as personal, that were to have a bearing on *Value and Capital*. The six years from that start, in 1932–3 to completion in 1938–9 fall, in my personal biography, into two nearly equal parts. There are three things which happened very near to the midpoint by which they are divided. The first was my move from LSE to Cambridge; the second was my marriage to Ursula; the third was the publication of Keynes’s General Theory.

E.E.J.: What a triad of momentous happenings! Let’s start with the first. Are we to understand that you consider *Value and Capital* as a “Cambridge book”?

Sir John: By no means! The actual writing of *Value and Capital* must have been largely done at Cambridge; though some of the static part must have been written in 1934 (year II of my six). Quite six months out of year IV, my first at Cambridge, were occupied in writing two papers on Keynes’s theory, one of which is very well known. But, I would say that these papers had little to do with *Value and Capital*. There are indeed some references in it to the General Theory, but they come in as extras. The book could have been completed, with its main lines much the same, if I had never been asked to write those papers on Keynes, but had been able to put his book aside until I had finished my own job. *Value and Capital* is, in essence, an LSE book, not at all a Cambridge book. The ideas that went into it were fairly fully formed before I left LSE.

E.E.J.: So it is years I–III of your six that are particularity relevant and formative in leading up to *Value and Capital*.

Sir John: Indeed. But something must be said that relates to the previous year to serve as background. I was then teaching, in a very junior capacity, at LSE when Hayek gave his famous (or should I say infamous?) *Prices and Production* lectures as a visitor to LSE in February 1931. He came back the following September as Professor, a regular member of the department to which I was attached. But already by that February—or perhaps even earlier, in anticipation of his arrival—we were reading the Austrians, Böhm-Bawerk in particular, in German. Hayek subsequently introduced me to Wickssel’s writings. There is quite a lot of Wickssel’s Volume I in my *Theory of Wages* (1932).

E.E.J.: Where precisely can we identify the Wickselling influence in that work?

Sir John: Its most Wickselling part is the concluding chapters, in which I discuss the effect of “too high wages” in a closed economy—distinguishing, as it was useful to distinguish,
what I later called the income and the substitution effects. But since my "equilibrium" was the stationary state of Wicksell, my income effect, on profits and saving, was described, on Hayekian lines, as "capital consumption"; and this, as I remember being told by Dennis Robertson, was just wrong. "There is some excuse for Hayek" he told me "having lived in moulder's Vienn, but none for the rest of you, having lived in London and the Home Country." (One should remember that in that disastrous year 1932 the south-east of England was the most prosperous place to the world.) I should have started with the "equilibrium" of a progressive economy, when the effect under discussion would have showed up as a retardation of growth.

E.E.J.: So Dennis Robertson's influence became relevant at that point?

Sir John: Yes, I think I may reckon that letter, which was sent to me while Wages was in the press, but before it was published, as the stimulus which sent me off in a new direction almost at once after Wages had come out. It was the direction which led to the "dynamic" parts of (III and IV) Value and Capital.

E.E.J.: Now, how does that tie in with what you had learned from Wicksell's writings? And what was your conclusion about Hayek's Lectures?

Sir John: Hayek were directing our attention to Wicksell's monetary theory which is to be found in Volume II of the Lectures. At that date Volume I had more of what I was searching for. Here Wicksell was linking Böhm-Bawerk with Walras, on whom I was already lecturing; so his version was easier than that of Böhm, or even of Hayek, for me to understand. I may remark, in passing, that I had a good deal to do with the English translation of that volume of Wicksell (1934). I had to correct a version in very imperfect English, taken directly from the Swedish, with nothing to help me except the German translation which I had been using, but which I have been told by better linguists than myself does not have a good repute. But it was possible to work out from these what the author was trying to say, and to put it in my own English words. The result, surprisingly, appears to have been quite acceptable.

E.E.J.: What sort of an influence did Hayek's theory—in particular about the Wicksellian monetary construction on which he thought he was building—have on your own thinking?

Sir John: I was free to start thinking seriously about Hayek's theory as soon as Theory of Wages was off my hands. Wicksell had just looked at the monetary consequences of disequilibrium (between the market rate and natural rate); Hayek thought there were real consequences also. But that made it more necessary for Hayek, than it had been for Wicksell to define what he meant by equilibrium. Hayek's disequilibrium was to be a real disequilibrium; a distortion of the "structure of production"; so it was incumbent on him to provide a criterion for non-distortion, non-distortion in real (non-monetary) terms. In his London lectures, with which I and my friends at LSE were wrestling, he had not offered any such criterion. A Wicksellian stationary state would be non-distorted, but for Hayek, as he himself accepted, that would not do. When I put my trouble to him, he showed me a paper he had written and published, in German, in 1929; there he had given a non-stationary definition—disequilibrium was disappointment of expectations. So an economy would be in equilibrium when what happened was what was expected to happen—"perfect foresight." Now a perfect foresight model is a possible economic model, having some sort of use in theoretical discussions; but it cannot be claimed that it is a realistic model; no actual economy could ever be in equilibrium" in that sense. It must always be in that sense he in disequilibrium. So Hayek could only make use of this construction, as he did, by saying that he was going to concentrate attention on disequilibria that are due to monetary causes.

E.E.J.: What happens if one admits, as one surely ought to admit, that expectations are uncertain?

Sir John: I found that one had to introduce uncertainty before one could introduce money. That led on to a first consideration of the effect of uncertainty on the demand for money at a point of time—the "spectrum of assets." This was much better put, a year later, in my "Suggestion for Simplifying the Theory of Money," on which the greater part of my later work on monetary theory has been based.

E.E.J.: Since works published in German were accessible to you, you were surely acquainted with Gunnar Myrdal's work. What sort of influence did that have?

Sir John: The German edition of Myrdal's Monetary Equilibrium, which I read for review during the first part of 1934, was the beginning of my contact with contemporary Swedish scholars. This was immensely clarifying on the old Wicksell doctrine; as criticism of Wicksell it has hardly, even now, been superseded. But it was not exactly what, at that stage, I wanted. I was already clear (or was on the way to getting clear) about substitution between money and interest-bearing securities, the basis of a "point of time" or balance-sheet equilibrium, one element in a theory of economic change, which was to be an analysis or process. It was the flow aspect, the analysis of change over a period, which was holding me up. Myrdal on that was tantalising; he seemed often to be just on the point of helping me, but it did not quite come off. His frequent references to Lindahl in that book suggested he must have been drawing on discussions that had taken place in Swedish between himself and his colleagues.

E.E.J.: Was not Lindahl among the many visitors who came to the LSE at that time?

Sir John: As good fortune would have it, we was. I was just wondering whether I could venture to write to Lindahl, when I met him. He came into tea at LSE and Robbins introduced us. (There were other important visitors to LSE whom one met that way.) I was so excited that I ventured to ask him out to dinner.

E.E.J.: Do you recall anything special about that dinner conversation?

Sir John: Indeed I do. He explained that his purpose in visiting England was to find someone who could help him in an English translation of his writings; could I help him to find someone? I found a helper, a lady who had taken part in the discussions at LSE which I have been describing, who was herself a public finance specialist, so that in all that side of Lindahl's work she was particularly interested, and who was prepared to take the trouble to get a resulting knowledge of Swedish. So it was that we went on working together, up to my marriage with the lady, at the end of 35, and after, until all our books came out in 1938—his Essays in the Theory of Money and Capital, her Finance of British Government, and my Value and Capital.

E.E.J.: Is there a particularly Lindahlian part that can be identified in Value and Capital?

Sir John: The most obviously Lindahlian chapter is the chapter on Income. This, in substance, follows Lindahl's well-known paper "The Concept of Income," which had appeared in English in 1933, so I ought to have read it before I met him, but I don't think I had done
so. My chapter re-states his argument, in a less paradoxical manner; so it seems to have been acceptable to national income people and such-like, who (I have been told) regard it as rather standard. It is however remarkable that it would be possible to cross out that chapter without making much difference to the rest of the book which was designed to proceed without any reference to Income, or to the Savings and Investment which go with it.

E.E.J.: Why did you choose to proceed in that way?
Sir John: Why did I proceed that way? It was itself a consequence of what I had got from Lindahl. The curious "week" and "Monday" assumptions which are employed throughout almost the whole of the latter parts of Value and Capital were designed to get the analysis as far as possible while avoiding the "ex ante-ex post" trouble on which he and Myrdal had thrown so bright a light.

Their basic point was simply that no one can decide what is to happen, only what he intends to happen and taking steps to facilitate the execution of his decision, the steps that he can take now. He can enter into contracts, which hand over the execution of the decision (or a part of it) to someone else; the contract is a promise, but no contract can offer perfect certainty that the promise will be kept. There is a vital distinction between promising that a thing shall be done, and actually doing it. My device was based upon this distinction. I was trying to find a way of bringing the behaviour of an economy, over a period, into a formal model.

E.E.J.: Wasn't there already some sense among older economists that this could readily be done?
Sir John: Many older economists had thought that this could easily be done; but in the light of what I had learned from Lindahl, I could see that it was terribly hard. Could one find a device (it would have to be an artificial device) which would help one to do it? A device which would recognize the distinction I have just been making, but which would still allow one to construct a usable model? My device, which must have arisen in conversations with Lindahl (I wish that I could check with him or with the other witnesses), was to think of decisions—and contracts to embody those decisions—all being made at the beginning of the "week" (my "Monday"); execution of those decisions, and of the contracts embodying them, continuing during the week, but no new decisions being taken until the following Monday. This made it possible for me to use "point of time" theory, which I thought I understood, to determine a temporary equilibrium—of decision-makers and between decision-makers—on the Monday, in the light of information available on that Monday, while recognizing that on the next Monday there would be new information.

So what follows in Value and Capital is just Temporary Equilibrium theory, in this narrow sense. It is solely concerned with what happens on the "Monday," so the methods of "point of time" theory can be used, and are used. But since the decisions concern not only the distribution of assets on the Monday, but also the flows of inputs and outputs that are planned for the week (and after) the distinction between stocks and flows is not at that stage of much importance. I got as far as I could then see my way to go in that direction; I know that I ought to have tried to go a bit further. I have been trying ever since to find ways of going further.

E.E.J.: What are some of the ways along which you have explored?
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INTRODUCTION

Economic theory takes a direct and simple view of profitability. Pursuit of gain is presumed to drive firms and industries forward with competition among firms eliminating profit excess more, or sometimes less, effectively in the long-run. A number of empirical issues have arisen concerning tendencies toward long-run equilibrium. Stigler (1961) investigated the speed with which profits generated by industry growth disappear (very quickly he found). Bain (1959), Mann (1966), and Hall and Weiss (1967), e.g., have examined how extensive concentration and barriers to entry need to be for above-normal profits to last (quite high it turns out). But the logic of the neoclassical position is clear: firms maximize profit advantage to the extent competitive circumstances allow.

Economic practice suggests that the profit story may not be that simple. Baumol (1959), Marris (1964), Martin (1983), e.g., find profit rates not to be as high for large firms or in concentrated industries as simple neoclassic logic dictates. The implication is that professional managements trade off profit for growth, what we term the management hypothesis. Caves and Pugel (1980), in turn, and others (Marcus 1967, Stekler 1963, Ballantine, Cleveland, and Koehler 1985) find that profit rates for small firms are much higher than is to be expected following the simple imperatives of competitive logic. The implication here is that high profit, or prospects thereof, compensate the entrepreneurial managers of small firms for the dynamic and uncertain interactions taking place in their sectors, here termed the entrepreneurial hypothesis.

The research reported in this article picks up and extends these latter themes. Our object is to document the profit differences that exist across and within different industries, as related to competitive circumstance, with particular emphasis on differences in firm size.

ARGUMENT AND SUMMARY

In studying profitability in an industry-wide context, it is important to note the distinctive role profit plays in competition. For individual firms profit or loss determine their progress as organizations. This firm-specific function of profit relates only indirectly to the competitive performance of the industry. Industry-level totals, whether for sales, employment, or assets, adequately summarize the overall performance of the industry, i.e., how well firms together, and by inference singly, are doing. But because they are distorted by losses among a few firms, industry-wide profit rates do not reflect the dynamic function that profit is presumed to fill for firms in an industry. From the point of view of industrial organization, the critical question is:
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